
Business services & 
productivity consultation 

Slash costs, increase profitability and enhance 
work/life balance by incorporating cutting 
edge AI tools into your business operations

Book a free productivity consultation

https://bizconsult.ai/consult


 Bizconsult.AI services include:

1 Business services 

2 Consultation

3 Process automation

4 Productivity calculators

5 Workflow optimisation

💡 Tip: work smarter not harder



Industries we work with

Healthcare

CPD education

Research

Elevated patient care

Education

Learning Consultant

Workforce training

Curricula development

Automotive

Inventory management 

Simplify parts identification

Finance

DeFi

CeFi

Small business

Task automation 

Accounting/ marketing 

Business services

Research

Comprehensive analysis

Report writing

Faster, better, cheaper

Blockchain

Interested in emerging block chain 

technologies? We can help

Safety

AI can boast safety by automating 

hazard detection and response 

processes

Govt departments

Streamline operations through 

automation and data driven 

insights

PR & marketing Not for profits Legal

Book a free productivity consultation

https://bizconsult.ai/consult


Business services & 
productivity consultation

Book a free productivity consultation

Content creation 
Utilise cutting edge tools to create better content, cheaper and faster, from white papers with in-depth 

analysis to marketing copy on the fly.

Workforce training and development
Our bespoke corporate training programs can personalize learning, track employee progress, and provide real-

time feedback, thereby enhancing skill development and overall workforce performance.

Business intelligence 
Our tools can analyze vast amounts of data to uncover trends, identify opportunities, and generate actionable 

insights that inform strategic decision-making. 

Financial management
AI can automate bookkeeping, accounts payable, accounts receivable, and expense management, improving 

accuracy and saving time for finance teams.

Needs assessment and feasibility analysis
Bizconsult.ai excels in needs assessment and feasibility analysis by combining our extensive AI expertise 

with a deep understanding of clients' unique business challenges, ensuring the identification of optimal AI 

solutions that align with organizational goals and maximize the potential for success.

Task automation & workflow 
recommendations

Bizconsult.ai is proficient in task automation by leveraging advanced AI-driven tools and techniques to 

streamline business processes, reduce manual workload, and enhance overall operational efficiency. This 

empowers organizations to focus on their core competencies.

Productivity calculators
Bizconsult.ai has a range of bespoke productivity calculators to suit different circumstances. 

Key opinion leaders (KOLs)
We partner with industry leading experts to verify data, guide strategy and ensure balanced and accurate 

reporting across a wide range of sectors. 

https://bizconsult.ai/consult


Case study: Pharma

Needs  assessment

Client briefings, unique understanding of 

core issues to over deliver on 

expectations
Strategy

Consultative approach with clear  

planning, in line with corporate objectives 

and market conditions Development

End-to-end project management 

Implementation

Faster, better, cheaper



Business services contact us

Web

 Bizconsult.ai

Email

Todd@Bizconsult.ai

Phone

0426 956 682

Productivity consultation

A

Book a free productivity calculator 

consultation 

B

Receive our evaluation report with 

recommendations and strategies 

to implement

C

Dramatically improve business 

productivity,  profitability and  

work/ life balance

Book a free productivity consultation

https://bizconsult.ai/
https://bizconsult.ai/consult

